
 Dear PM, Immigration Minister & all the Immigration Authorities who has made this
Bill
Why not?
In my view, This ‘Bill’ is one of the worst creations after the ‘White Australian Policy’.

The Bill shows the government who is selfish and without any confidence. It is like

inviting the people to Australia, collecting their taxes, fees for medicals, IELTS, other

costs (some of the applicants are waiting for 3 years and have paid these fees multiple

times) and then make fun of these professional people from all around the world. We are

not ‘asylum seekers’ who came to this land illegally or uninvited. We (students) were

shown on websites of Immigration and Australian Universities that our skills are in

demand and study in Australia will gain extra points towards migration, thus we took

decision to come here, mortgage our properties and sacrificed our social life in hope to

settle down in a good country (same hope that your ancestors carried when they came to

this land and also went to courtiers like India and Africa to settle).I had taken an

education loan from a developing country to come here and study/earn back and support

my family. After completing course (spending more than $60,000 for Australian

economy) in Sydney, I saw the immigration website in September 2008 – 6 month

processing time for on-shore GSM, I did not had money for applying the visa. I borrowed

from friends and put in the application that after receiving PR, I would get a nice job (on

bridging visa no   employers want us). I have been waiting since after spending $3000

(Visa) + $800 (Three time medicals) + $350 (Ielts).  I have seen what others have

submitted in oppose to this bill, Look at it how stupid it would to go through.

 Hello, we are in Australia already and helping the economy, how can you say economy
does not need us. We do not depend on centre link or oher benefits. 
My ancestors have fought (Sikh regiment) for the wars along with British and Australian
army in ww1 ww2, do we deserve to be treated like this? Do not have any rites on the
land and water given by the nature. 
What will happen if the Bill Pass
Australia will see more suicides (many news already there students doing it, (Minister ,
give a thought who is responsible, people?? No...)  
People will be felt being cheated by the government, they will give back – they will be
unable to pay Australian credit cards (minister go and ask banks how much lending they
have given to temporary residents) , they will do fraudulent activities for their bread and
butter.
They will hate Australians
Illegal immigrants will be more
What should be done?
I think minster have enough suggestions to go through for how the current applications
should be treated
Minister, Put yourself in my shoes, please come out of the attitude and other allergies that
you have
Immediate new bill made to take all the suggestions given (immediate approval) by the
both Australians and international people on this bill.
Be human
Remember it is a cycle, Karma... it is your choice....best wishes to you if you take the rite
decisions. 



Sorry for bad spellings & English, Can’t bother to spend more time now 


